Agiel - in *talismanic magick* he is one of the angels inscribed on the first pentacle of *Mercury*. However, Paracelsus, in his doctrine of Talismans, along with other magicians of the Middle Ages, identified him as a ruling angel of *Saturn*, along with *Zazel*.
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Agiel – An angel’s name found inscribed on the 1st pentacle of the planet Mercury. According to Paracelsus’ doctrine of Talismans, Agiel is the presiding intelligence (ie spirit, angel) of the planet Saturn acting in concert with the spirit Zazel.
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Agiel

Agiel (Hebrew: אָגִיאֵל) The Intelligence (beneficial spirit) of Saturn mentioned as a Spirit in such works as the Key of Solomon. As it says on the 10th Plate: "The First Pentacle of Mercury.--It serveth to invoke the Spirits who are under the Firmament.". And the letters forming the names of the Spirits Yekahel and Agiel. He is also described as being the presiding spirit of the planet Saturn, with Zazel.¹
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- Plate X of the Key of Solomon (http://www.sacred-texts.com/grim/kos/kos33.htm)
- The Key of Solomon the King (http://www.sacred-texts.com/grim/kos/)
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In ancient Hebrew, Saturn is called 'Shabbathai'. Its angel is Cassiel. Its intelligence or beneficial spirit is Agiel (layga) and its spirit (darker aspect) is Zazel (Izaz). In Ottoman Turkish, Urdu and Malay, its name is 'Zuhal', derived from Arabic زحل.

Read more: http://www.answers.com/topic/saturn#ixzz385bcQQQt
**Agiel**

**Origin:** Hebraïc

**Myths:** name written on a talisman that belonged to Catherine de Medicis, Queen of France

**Magic:** protect from deads

**Association:** Haniel, Eluub, Asmodaï

**Source:** The Lesser Key of Salomon

"At the Door of Zaziel (יהז), the Destroyer, and Agiel (יהזל), the one called Flee, I, "N", declare seven truths ... and enter."
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